
We are sure that by now you have heard that the end of support for the existing Windows mobile OS— relied 
upon for about $5 billion of enterprise application investments worldwide—is quickly approaching in 2020.

SAP GUI® From Synactive Liquid UI + Zebra Technologies 
= Plug-And-Play Android Transition
SAP GUI® from Synactive Liquid UI is your solution to seamlessly transi-
tion from Windows to Android without programming or middleware.  

Synactive and Zebra Technologies can help you seamlessly and 
e�ortlessly transition your SAP-based workflows to Android without 
ripping-and-replacing your already established and functional system.

What is SAP GUI®  from Synactive Liquid UI ?
SAP GUI® from Synactive Liquid UI is an SAP-focused technology 
powered by robotic process automation that keeps your business 
moving. With SAP GUI from Synactive Liquid UI, you don’t need 
additional IT infrastructure or programming to mobilize your existing 
SAP transactions.

With Zebra, SAP GUI® from Synactive Liquid UI 
Helps Power Your Business
SAP GUI® from Synactive Liquid UI has been re-envisioned specifically 
for Zebra devices, delivering a streamlined, automated, and enhanced 
SAP GUI® to Zebra devices, natively. As the pioneer at the edge of the 
enterprise, Zebra develops products, software, analytics, and solutions 
used to intelligently connect your people, assets, and data. 

Why SAP GUI® from 
Synactive Liquid UI?

Instant SAP Mobility
Mobilize any SAP GUI transaction on R/3, 
ECC, or S/4 without any programming.

Low IT Involvement
Your teams can be more agile because of the 
low IT involvement with mobility solutions.

Highly Customizable
Development tools and JavaScript engine 
allow for rapid customization, so you can 
adapt to your customers’ needs.

Low-Risk of Operational Disruption
Users who are accustomed to SAP will not 
need to learn a completely new system with 
new workflows to do their job.

Low Cost
It simply extends the SAP GUI to Zebra 
devices and requires no additional resources 
to maintain or develop.

IS THE END OF WINDOWS MOBILE 
OS LEAVING YOU VULNERABLE?
Instantly Transition Your SAP Workflows to Android 
with the SAP GUI® from Synactive Liquid UI



Solutions for Every Environment
Uniquely developed, honed, toughened, and tested to perform in even the harshest, most demanding environments, 
Zebra Enterprise Android is the definitive suite of products and tools for the enterprise looking to mobilize its work-
force, its processes, its productivity, and its profitability.

Warehousing
Get total visibility of what it is, 
where it is, and how to find it—
from dock, to stock, to pick, to 
pack, to ship—instantaneously.

Product Highlight: 
L10 Series 
Fully Rugged Tablet Platform

Don’t Wonder About the Vulnerabilities of Your Mobility Strategy
Transition SAP-Based Workflows to Android Seamlessly with SAP GUI® from 
Synactive Liquid UI and Zebra

Visit our website to learn more about how SAP GUI® from Synactive Liquid UI can be your solution.
Contact info@cmacinc.com to get answers to your questions and schedule a demonstration.

Transportation & Logistics
Get complete visibility and control 
over goods, assets, people, pro-
cesses, and places in even the 
most complex, security-sensitive 
T&L scenarios.

Product Highlight: 
TC77
Ultra-Rugged Enterprise-Class  
Touch Computer

Manufacturing
From goods-in and materials 
planning, to job completion 
and process analytics, Zebra for 
Android means manufacturing 
on time, just in time, every time.

Product Highlight: 
MC9300
Ultimate Android Ultra-Rugged 
Combination Keypad/Touch Mobile 
Computer

Healthcare
The go-to mobility choice for 
every critical healthcare scenario, 
Zebra for Android delivers securi-
ty, stability, and improved patient 
outcomes.

Product Highlight: 
TC51-HC
Handheld Mobile Computer 
for Healthcare
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